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SELLYU

Industrialize your Dreams!

Made in Portugal

Multimedia Kiosks and Digital Billboards are developed
and produced in Portugal.
The success of our company in the international market shows us that we have
developed and produced excellent products and we should therefore be proud and
confident in the future.

Patented Product / Design

SELLYU - DATASHEET

Modern, affordable
and effective
Excellence in a restaurant is crucial to business success,
no one likes to stand in line, and the experience of
restaurant service is changing and changing.
This is an excellent self-service kiosk that offers users
many advantages by giving them the option to order
simply and effectively.

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

Fast and practical
Self-service solution for restaurants

SELLYU - DATASHEET

Join the era of selfservice kiosks
The use of multimedia kiosks is increasingly common in
the catering sector.
SELLYU's sleek, modern lines, coupled with interactive
technology, give the kiosk an unusual ability to provide
independent information to its customers.

Customizable layout

Interactive display
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SELLYU - DATASHEET

Personalization and
decoration, create
your own identity!

Amazing brightness,
high contrast!
The high brightness and contrast display used in
SELLYU is capable of producing high quality images
and good readability even under conditions of sunlight
exposure, so it can be installed indoors without any
adversity to the light of the place.
A light sensor can be installed by measuring ambient
light at the installation site and adjusting the image
accordingly to the lighting conditions.

SELLYU - DATASHEET

Presentation of
multimedia content
Modules have been created which can be added
to SELLYU and which serve various purposes
related to the catering sector, such as side printer
or pin pad.

Pin pad

Printer

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

SELLYU - DATASHEET

Faster and more
beneficial payments
Self-service payments make it possible to differentiate
between competitors and bring benefits to customers
in terms of control flexibility and time reduction. It also
reduces human resource costs, making the process
easier and more autonomous for customers.
This purchase softens the act of purchase, providing
payments with different means such as MBWay, ATM,
etc.
Broader technologies that can be used as SAW,
Capture, Infrared, Optical, Projected Capture (ProCap),
etc.

Up to

Precision

Response

Touches

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

Don't resist the
era of self service!

SELLYU - DATASHEET

SELLYU

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SELLYU - DATASHEET

610 mm
370 mm

General features
Type
Materials

700 mm

10’’
Options

• Indoor
• Lacquered steel
• Stainless steel
• MDF
•
•
•
•
•
•

Card reader
Ykiosk software
Receipt printer
Interactive display
Bar code reader
Coins and banknote reader

(Other options available upon request)

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

SELLYU - DATASHEET

H.700 W.610 D.260 mm
(approx.)

Display of 10’’

70 Kg.
(approx.)

Steel plate of
1,5mm / 2mm

Available in any RAL color

Stainless steel AISI304/316,
Lacquered steel, MDF (RAL colors)

OPCIONAL
Displays from 10” up to 32”

Sound column

Next Generation Processors

Full customization

Updated Operating Systems: Windows, Linux, Mac *
* depends on the type of technology used

Wireless - WLAN

Touch screen (SAW, Infrared, ProCap)

Card reader

SELLYU - DATASHEET

Contact us

PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS

We have the answers
for your questions

R. Nova de Nespereira, Pavilhão 10, 4470-287

See specifications and get all

Lagoa - Vila Nova de Famalicão - Portugal

information about our products.

sales@oemkiosks.com

www.oemkiosks.com

+351 304 501 711
+351 252 378 589

(M.S.N.F. Soluções Informáticas)

Visit online

All texts, photos, illustrations and other elements contained in this presentation are protected by law, under the Copyright and Related Rights Code, expressly prohibited from being copied, reproduced and
disseminated, as well as their commercial use, without express authorization of the PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS, regardless of the means used, with the exception of the right of quotation defined by law.
The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

